Muscle testing is Proven Fraud but still taught in Chiropractic, Acupuncture and other Schools

Chiropractic Colleges and State Licensing Boards Vision Test

I DON'T SEE A THING, DOC.
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Chiropractic Colleges and State Licensing Boards turn a blind eye to the proof that muscle testing for medications and supplements or muscle testing for emotions does not work at all and is a sham

Article by Med Expose’ Staff
When first the idea of medication started, it appeared a wonder. It was the idea that a human could sense the energetic field of an item and it could make him weak or strong. It appeared to work, like most magic tricks, but it appeared to work because the therapist, knowing what is being tested, alters the pressure a bit to reflect the therapist’s ideas rather than the patient.

This magic trick gave such a sense of power to the therapists it was intoxicating. Therapist started to use it as a lie detector, a divination tool and for unimagined uses.

The science then showed that it was impossible for the human to sense thru the bottle. The shark was found to have the greatest electro-sense capable of sensing electric fields at vast distances. But even the shark cannot sense thru a bottle. The electro-sense needs some electrical contact like what the water the shark swims in supplies. Science then showed that muscle testing for remedies failed all double blind testing. It was confirmed that this technique was in fact just a magic show controlled they the therapist.
MUSCLE TESTING FOR REMEDIES IS JUST A MAGIC TRICK

THE THERAPIST MUST KNOW WHAT THEY ARE TESTING

Therapist Bias and Hypnotic Suggestion control the results
False Beliefs are often the hardest to dispel. The muscle testing for remedies makes money for the alternative therapist. It gives them a false sense of power. Money + power are addictive + they deepen the fixation these therapists have in their false belief. False Beliefs are often the hardest to dispel.

Because of this false belief every company selling any type of remedies has to make a test kit. Most often with glass and or plastic bottles and caps to seal in the remedy. There is no way for a person to react to these remedies in the fashion of the test. And yet this charade has penetrated and dominated the field of alternative medicine, making it appear fraudulent because it is.
Click on the links below to dispel the false belief

Frontline The Fraud of Muscle testing Point Probes and Facilitated Communication

http://indavideo.hu/video/Frontline_The_Fraud_of_Muscle_testing_Point_Probes_and_Facilitated_Communication

1992 end of the muscle test and point probe

1998 end of the muscle test and point probe

IMUNE-Muscle testing for remedies and the point probe do not work course.pdf

End of point probe and muscle testing for remedies 2016

Lack of science in muscle testing for remedies

FRAUD

The magic trick of muscle testing

http://www.muscles-testing.com/
a Professional Clinical Evaluation of the QQC Electronic Tongue

http://qqc-electronic-tongue.com/

The EAV point Probe is a magic trick

Press in faster get a High Reading
Press in Slow - reading is LOW

Avatar Found to be Fraudulent by FDA who now warns against using point probe biofeedback
Avatar Bio-Feedback Testing System

Avatar Biofeedback – EAV-CEDS-SC-5-Electrodermal Screening found by the FDA to be fraud:

Health Practitioners this site is for you to read and become aware of the fraud. The point probe users change the speed of delivery of the point probe to change the reading, slow for a low reading fast for a high reading. Watch as they test you and see how they change the speed at which they apply the probe.
Kinesiology can test a muscle, but not your reaction to a substance or whether you are lying or not.

Use of muscle testing and point probes for medication testing is illegal.
It is Simple to Expose the Fraud of this Magic trick. Ask the therapist to measure your reaction to 10 remedies. Add something toxic to the test to see if they can show weakness. Write down what is good and what is bad. Then ask him to test again, but this time shield him from seeing what he is testing, be careful to not let him cheat (For he will try to). When they does not know what he is testing, they will fail and not get chance as a result. Watch their face melt and the excuses will flow like a river. But few of them will give up a false belief. The power + control this gives them is intoxicating.
Proof of the Sham that Muscle Testing, Applied Kinesiology CAN NOT be used to test your reaction to vitamin or Medications

1. No double blind study has ever shown it valid where thousands of studies have shown that it is only the therapist affecting and controlling the results.
2. The therapist do not use a constant weight or force
3. When measured, the therapist changes the amount of force greatly.
4. When the therapist does not know what he is testing he cannot get results
5. The therapist attack the messengers who tell the world of their fraud, they deny the fraud to the public and laugh later because they really do change the testing pressure

Don’t Judge the Teacher
Judge the Teachings.

Muscle testing to sell nutritional supplements is the biggest con game in the world today

Point of Law

MUSCLE TESTING AND POINT PROBE TESTING FOR NUTRIENTS HAS BEEN FOUND FRAUDULENT AND ILLEGAL